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Why a steady-state validation?

Internal:




PowSyBl is a platform integrating many load-flows and optimal power flows
(Hades, Helm LF, Eurostag LF, AMPL-based OPFs, PyPSA)
How to ensure the consistency of results across all tools? How to validate
the good integration of a network computation module?
Numerical consistency required to chain the computations (Initialization of
dynamic simulations from load flow results…)




The needed precision is much higher than the precision of physical measures.

External:






Network states are exchanged between TSOs. How to ensure the
consistency of network simulations done by TSOs on the same network
data?
Current processes in ENTSO-E OPDE (Operational Planning Data
environment) focus on the conformity of data to the CGMES standard, not
on the consistency of the SSH (Steady State Hypothesis) profile content.
A validation is needed to ensure models used to interpret CGMES data in
each European TSO tools are identical.


Differences may have significant consequences (Cross-border capacity
reduction…)
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Thanks to engineering practice:





How to validate steady-state
results?
For more than 50 years, engineers have modelled and computed power
systems steady-state.
They agree on most of what is a “good” steady-state results.

It is possible to derive rules from this practice




Strict rules when a common understanding exist.
Lenient ones if no consensus exist (for example, in case of inconsistent
input data).
In the “grey” zone in-between, try to propose an explicit rule.
 PowSyBl is open-source: engineers can refer to the details of the rule
to discuss it / re-implement it in their own tool.
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Why not compare the steady
states directly?
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A single discrepancy has impact on all results
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As all results change, it is difficult to spot the discrepancy.
And it is impossible to solve all discrepancies (some leniency is needed).

There are several consistent steady-state for the same
input data:

Fixed load:

Low voltage, high losses steady-state
= 352.5 MW
=-358.0 MVAr

(Extracted from “Local Solutions of Optimal Power Flow”, Bukhsh at al.)

High voltage, low losses steady state
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“Line” validation example
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(P1est,Q1est)=f((V1,q1),(V2,q2),

(r,j,g1,b1,g2,b2))
(V1,q1)
(P1,Q1)

(V2,q2)
(P2,Q2)

(P2est,Q2est)=f((V1,q1),(V2,q2),
(r,j,g1,b1,g2,b2))
(Equations in the open-source code)

PowSyBl line javadoc

(P1est,Q1est)=(P1,Q1)
(P2est,Q2est)=(P2,Q2)
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Other validated elements
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Ideal transformer
on side 1

2w transformers:

Shunt impedance
on side 1 only

 3w transformers: to be done



Regulating tap-changer transformers
 Based on dead-band estimation





Assumption: control of lower voltage radial network.
Details in the documentation.

Generation units (and SVCs): PV/PQ model
V

Steady-state

Set point

Qmin

Qmax

Q

On the red line
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Completion feature and energy
conservation
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Main load-flow tools only provide voltage and angles
(flows are not mandatory in CGMES)
 Using the validation equations, the platform provide a way to

recompute the flows.
 Nodal active and reactive energy balance can then be checked.

-11.2 MVAr  -20.8 MVAr !
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Example (1/2)
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Validation of steadystate results stored in
file.
Issue with generators
and shunts

Validation of
recomputed results
with Hades
Issue with generators
only
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Example (2/2)
Stored steady-state
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Computed S.S.

Voltage v (65 kV) is equal to voltage set point targetV (65 kV) but reactive power q
(-9 MVAr) is out of [minQ,maxQ] range ([-5.8,5.8]).
The issue was relatively easy to spot.
(But not so easy to solve… The unit is used as a synchronous compensator (P=0), thus below the
minimum power, therefore it is impossible to compute reactive power bounds, which are functions of P
and thus defined only if P is in [minP,maxP]…).
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Conclusion
A

steady-state validation tool has
two roles:
 Consistency of PowSyBl computation

modules.
 Analyse and validation of steady states
provides by other tools.
 We

think it can be used to improve
the consistency of data exchanged
by european TSO.

